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Problem definition

- Huge differences between the four continents
  - Asia, America, Europe and Africa

- East against West

- Violent behavior about fighting for the natural resources
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Problem definition

- National fashion
- Fashion for making a statement
- Regional factories
- Environmental problems
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Introduction

- Fashion as a medium for creating unity and peace

- `Yes we do`

- Fashion is able to shout the message:

  `REUNION`
Europe
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Europe`s economy
- Smallest of the four continents
- No fighting power
- Harsh weather

Europe`s resources
- Sustainability through nanotechnology
- Non stopping resources in the Barents-region
- Rich in metals
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Europe`s technology
- Ocean wave power

Europe`s politics
- Ruled by England, France and Germany
- Ruled like a kingdom, strict regime
- Church crumbled
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Europe`s fashion
- Exact body-measurements
- Order via internet, pre-and post-service
- Multiple usable clothes (depends on weather)
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Europe`s sample
America
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America`s economy
- United states contain South America
- Output-gap grows
- Concentrate on technologies and recycling

America`s resources
- Soya, corn, cotton
- minerals
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America`s technology

- Recycling technology
- Renewable resources

America`s politics

- North- and Southamerica are put together
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America`s fashion

- Recyclable and sustainable materials
- Multiple use of garments
- Green labels
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America`s sample
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Asia`s economy
❖ The biggest ressources of the entire world
❖ Hightech products
❖ Asia - the powerhouse

Asia`s ressources
❖ Rice, soybeans, tea, petroleum
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Asia`s technology
- Pioneer in newest technology
- 3-D

Asia`s politics
- five superpowers
  - China, Japan, Korea, Singapur, Hong Kong
- The powerhouse
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Asia`s fashion

- New shapes and print-inventions
- Modern technology
- Specific fabrics
- Sustainable dyeing processes
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Asia`s sample

- **Screen**: where you can enter a message, pictures or a video and also plays music, works through touchscreen.
- **Speakers**: for playing music of the integrated music player in the screen.
- **Buttons**: which act as red and green lights to show the status of the rechargeable battery through solar energy.

SPREAD YOUR MESSAGE
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Result

❖ REUNION

❖ The aim: put down differences
  pacific, healthy living together
  collaborations between the states
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Reunion`s sample

- Screen where you can enter your message
- Shortens by temperature
- Stops shrinking
- Buttons, which close or open the sleeve
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Thank you for your attention